


Through his Armani/Casa Interior Design Studio, legendary designer Giorgio Armani brings  
his inimitable sensibility and talent for understated elegance to the Residences by Armani/Casa. 

Rich textiles in a palette of softly dramatic tones create an atmosphere of timeless sophistication 
throughout the lobby and common areas. Ambient lighting and artfully arranged furnishings  

offer a relaxing ambience for conversation. 

Residential interiors are modern and elegant yet truly relaxed with floor-to-ceiling windows offering 
incomparable views over countless miles of soft white sand and turquoise water. Spacious 

terraces create a seamless expansion of living space into the fresh air.

Mr. Armani’s vision begins here.



LAYOUT - ATMOSPHERE - LIFESTYLE

RESIDENTIAL UNITS



Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 
greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.



Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

4 Bedrooms + Den

1. Entrance
2. Living and dining room

3. Kitchen
4. Den

5. Powder room
6. Master walk-in closet
7. Master midnight bar

8. Master bedroom
9. Master bathroom

10. Bedroom 2 and bathroom
11. Bedroom 3 and bathroom
12. Bedroom 4 and bathroom

13. Terrace
14. Maid room and service area

UNIT A













Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

4 Bedrooms + Den

1. Entrance
2. Living and dining room

3. Kitchen
4. Den and bathroom

5. Maid room and service area
6. Powder room

7. Master bedroom
8. Master walk-in closet

9. Master bathroom
10. Bedroom 2 and bathroom
11. Bedroom 3 and bathroom
12. Bedroom 4 and bathroom

13. Terrace

UNIT B





Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

3 Bedrooms + Den

1. Entrance
2. Living and dining room

3. Kitchen
4. Den 

5. Powder room
6. Master bedroom

7. Master walk-in closet
8. Master bathroom

9. Bedroom 2 and bathroom
10. Bedroom 3 and bathroom

11. Maid room and service area
12. Terrace

UNIT C





Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

3 Bedrooms + Den

1. Entrance
2. Living and dining room

3. Kitchen
4. Den and bathroom 

5. Powder room
6. Master bedroom

7. Master walk-in closet
8. Master bathroom

9. Bedroom 2 and bathroom
10. Bedroom 3 and bathroom

11. Maid room and service area
12. Terrace

UNIT C COM





Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

2 Bedrooms + Den

1. Entrance
2. Living and dining room

3. Kitchen
4. Powder room

5. Master bedroom
6. Master walk-in closet

7. Master bathroom
8. Bedroom 2 and bathroom

9. Den
10. Terrace

UNIT D





Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

2 Bedrooms

1. Entrance
2. Living and dining room

3. Kitchen
4. Walk-in closet

5. Master bedroom
6. Master bathroom

7. Bedroom 2
8. Powder room / bathroom

9. Terrace

UNIT E





LAYOUT - ATMOSPHERE - LIFESTYLE

COMMON AREAS AND AMENITIES



Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

1. Lobby
2. Mailroom
3. Lounge

4. Bar
5. Privé

6. Bathrooms gents
7. Bathrooms ladies

8. Restaurant
9. Kitchen

10. Lift landing
11. Ladies spa / gym locker room
12. Gents spa / gym locker room

13. Swimming pool

GROUND FLOOR



Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

Lobby and lounge

1. Lobby
2. Lounge

3. Lift landing

GROUND FLOOR







Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

Bar and Privé

1. Bar
2. Privé

GROUND FLOOR





Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

Restaurant

1. Restaurant reception
2. Restaurant

GROUND FLOOR





Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

1. Entrance to cigar and wine room
2. Cigar room

3. Wine room and cellar
4. Kids room
5. Lift landing
6. Game room

7. Theater 
8. Bathrooms

9. Gym 
10. Aerobics room

11. Drink / Juice bar
12. Spa reception

13. Spa lounge
14. Treatment zone

15. Hair station

FIRST FLOOR



Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

Cigar and wine room

1. Entrance to cigar and wine room
2. Cigar room
3. Wine room
4. Wine cellar

FIRST FLOOR







Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

Gym

1. Gym
2. Aerobics room

3. Drink / Juice bar
4. Bathrooms

FIRST FLOOR





Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

Spa

1. Ladies spa / gym locker room
2. Gentlemen’s spa / gym locker room

3. Bathrooms
4. Showers

5. Steam rooms
6. Plunge pools

GROUND FLOOR



Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

Spa treatment

1. Spa reception
2. Spa lounge
3. Hair station

4. Treatment for single rooms
5. Treatment for couple room

FIRST FLOOR





Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

Game room

FIRST FLOOR





Depending on the method of calculation, the quoted square footage of any Unit may vary. The dimensions in the Unite shown in these floor plans have been calculated from the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls to the centerline of interior demising walls. Including common elements such as structural 
walls and other interior structural components of the building and are greater than the dimensions that would be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” set forth in the Prospectus and the Declaration. The measurements of a room set forth on this floor plan are generally taken at the 

greatest points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle) without regard for any cutouts. Accordingly, the area of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length by the stated width. All dimensions are approximate and may vary with 
the actual construction and may change prior to completion. Any and all furnishings, finishes, or décor illustrated are not included with the purchase of the Unit. Consult the Prospectus for information regarding what is offered with the Unit and for the calculation of the Unit square footage and dimensions.

Kids room

FIRST FLOOR





ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS, MAKE REFERENCE TO THIS BROCHURE AND TO THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY 
SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE.

Oral representations cannot be relied upon as correctly stating representations of the developer. For correct representations, make reference to this brochure and the documents required by Section 718.503, Florida Statutes, to be furnished by a developer to 

to modify, revise, or withdraw any or all of the same in its sole discretion and without prior notice. Dimensions and square footage are approximate and may vary depending on how measured and based upon actual construction. Also, locations and layouts 

not be changes or substitutions of the attractions and venues nearby.

the registered trade names and marks of each are used by Developer pursuant to license agreements, The Related Group, Dezer Development, and Giorgio Armani are not the Developer. The Condominium and the association of owners will only be permitted 
to use the name of Giorgio Armani, or his brand Casa Armani, pursuant to a license agreement between the association and Giorgio Armani. With respect to any and all matters relating to the sales and/or marketing and/or development of the Condominium 
and/or your purchase of any Unit in the Condominium, any and all statements, disclosures and/or representations shall be deemed made by Developer and not by the Related Group, nor by Dezer Development, nor by Giorgio Armani, or any of their respective 

-

may be exchanged for comparable art. Art may be loaned to, rather than owned by the Association. The Developer reserves the right, in the DeveloperÕs sole and absolute discretion, to change managing entities, hotels, artwork, contributing artists, names, 

Certain amenities may not be included in Common Expenses and may only be available upon payment of a fee by the Unit owner. Certain amenities may be available for so long as the Condominium AssociationÕs contractual arrangement for such privileges 
continue at the AssociationÕs discretion. Consult the Prospectus.
No real estate broker  or sales agent (whether engaged by Developer or not)  is authorized to make any representations or other statements (verbal or written) regarding the Condominium , and no agreements with, deposits paid to, or other arrangements made 
with, any real estate broker or agents are binding on the Developer.  All prices are subject to change at any time and without notice, and do not include optional features, design packages, furniture packages, or premiums for upgraded Units.  Please check 
with the sales center for the most current pricing.
The project graphics, renderings, photographs, and text provided herein are copyrighted works owned by the Developer unless otherwise credited.  Reproduction of any brochure content for private or commercial use is not authorized. 2015 ¨  RDR Seashore, 
LLC  with all rights reserved.






